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Overview 

The collaborative Indigenous business model is designed to help Indigenous businesses better 

participate in the civil construction, construction, renewables and mining sectors to make a 

sustainable difference. 

The model is based on assisting micro and small Indigenous businesses to move to a higher level of 

service capability to achieve sustainable profitability and collaboratively grow the value of their 

business asset. The model provides help to build business value, beyond engagement just as a 

supplier.  

      

 

     

This is achieved through collaborative and supportive development of the capabilities and resources 

of the Indigenous businesses to enable them to better participate in projects and programs of work at 

a profitable level and grow the value of their business assets.  

Collaborative and supportive development of capabilities and resources requires mainstream alliance 

businesses proactively sharing knowledge, facilitating friendly access to plant and equipment and 

materials and services, providing connections into potential customers and assistance with 

commercial negotiations, compliance and administration. All this builds Indigenous business value. 
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Overview 

The collaborative Indigenous business model is designed to help Indigenous businesses better 

participate in the civil construction, construction, renewables and mining sectors to make a 

sustainable difference. 

The model is based on assisting micro and small Indigenous businesses to move to a higher level of 

service capability to achieve sustainable profitability and collaboratively grow the value of their 

business asset. The model’s approach goes beyond the traditional supplier transaction arrangement. 

It works to build enduring relationships to help to build the value of Indigenous businesses. The model 

is about being cooperative as opposed to competitive. 

      

 

     

This is achieved through collaborative and supportive development of the capabilities and resources 

of the Indigenous businesses to enable them to better participate in projects and programs of work 

at a profitable level and grow the value of their business assets.  

Collaborative and supportive development of capabilities and resources requires mainstream alliance 

businesses proactively sharing knowledge, facilitating friendly access to plant and equipment and 

materials and services, providing connections into potential customers and assistance with 

commercial negotiations, compliance and administration. All this builds Indigenous business value. 

The model proactively seeks to provide social and cultural benefit back to the wider Indigenous 

community as part of the collaborative delivery process.  

The model is open, scalable and repeatable. No one owns the model. Participants work cooperatively. 
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Key Principles 

The model embraces Relationship, Respect and Response to help achieve three corporate objectives: 

1. Achieve sustainable profitability  
2. Grow the value of the business assets of shareholders, alliance partners and 

customers  
3. Build a future we all look forward to 

 
The first two objectives are economic, the third social. Thinking in the context of these three objectives 

allows a wider set of outcomes beyond the economic to be achieved. Social, cultural and 

environmental outcomes are just as important if we want to build a future we all look forward to. 

Markets and Capability 

Behind the model is an extensive network of Indigenous and mainstream businesses and organisations 

which have been working in a collaborative manner over several years. This group is expanding as the 

delivery model gains further traction across the various categories of participants. The participants 

have a wide range of capabilities which now, when combined, can make a significant contribution to 

the delivery of major projects or programs of works either directly to asset owners or through Tier 1 

EPCs and their major subcontractors.  

The markets relevant to the model in the context of infrastructure and mining are: 

• Agriculture 

• Airports 

• Construction  

• Defence 

• Facilities fitouts and maintenance 

• Oil and Gas 

• Mining  

• Power 

• Property development 

• Rail 

• Renewables (solar, wind and storage) 

• Road 

• Security (electronic and fencing) 

• Telecommunications 

• Water and Sewer 

 

Capabilities and resources across the model participants include: 

• EPC on infrastructure and construction projects (direct, JV or subcontractor at each or all 

project stages)  

• Civil works across all market sectors delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous labour and 

subcontractors 

• A large plant fleet nationally for dry and wet hire available through Indigenous businesses 

with capacity to supply most requirements of clients operating locally or nationally in the 

infrastructure and mining markets 

• Design and construct of horizontal direction drilling projects in all infrastructure sectors 

across Australia – bores from 20m up to 2kms in length and 63mm to 1.5m in diameter 

• Design and install of access security and fencing  

• High rail maintenance services 

• Design and construct of large-scale solar farms 

• Construct of wind farms 

• Delivery of industrial, commercial and residential energy solutions (diesel replacement, solar, 

virtual power plants, microgrids, residential energy storage)  
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• Supply of key products (infrastructure technology, infrastructure materials (pits, pipes, 

fencing etc), microgrids, batteries, security hardware, fuel efficiency products- Cataclean) to 

provide supply in combination with install capability 

• Training and mentoring programs for Indigenous businesses 

• HSEQ systems, in-field technology, insurance and finance 

• Engineering surveying, aerial surveys, monitoring and scanning 

• Bid preparation including specialised engineering design  

• Social procurement content in bids with demonstrated evidence from the model outcomes 

over a period of time 

• Business development with executive level asset owner/ tier 1 / design and technical advisors 

and other industry and media connect along with access to national future and current 

project and tendering databases – BCI, Illion Tenderlink, ICN and other tendering sites 

• Marketing – platforms, collateral material 

• Financial management, enterprise risk management and governance 

• Cultural heritage matters and build of respectful and trusting relationships with Traditional 

Owners/Custodians 

• Indigenous engagement help for mainstream corporates well beyond RAPS and KPIs delivered 

in the context of the underlying principles of the collaborative Indigenous business model 

The model encourages the participation of asset owners, Tier 1 EPCs, major contractors and suppliers 

in the collaborative model to help provide access into current works and early involvement in the 

bidding and defined participation in future projects.  

The collaborative involvement of all participants in providing sources of projects and programs of work 

facilitates the sustainable flow of on-going works to the Indigenous businesses. This is essential if the 

financial worth of the Indigenous businesses is to grow to a level which creates a valuable business 

asset and thereby achieve intergenerational change.   

The Model Delivering Responses 

There are now numerous examples of how the model is responding and adding value to both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous businesses.  Examples include: 

• Native Earthworks, Maxibor and Orange Hire – Native Earthworks has been able to secure a 

wet plant hire contract into the West Gate Tunnel Project through accessing plant from 

Orange Hire and interim financial support from Maxibor.  

• JJJ Hire, Orange Hire – plant is being made available to these Indigenous companies at very 

competitive rates to enable them to competitively bid into major projects for wet and dry 

plant hire and traffic management services. 

• Talcon Group is proactively embracing the collaborative Indigenous business model through 

linkage of Indigenous businesses and organisations with mainstream businesses to deliver 

into major infrastructure projects 

• Talcon Group is providing contract management services into Jangga Operations to 

facilitate increased participation of local community in civil and other projects  

• Crystal Ailan and MaxiEnergy – Michael Tournier of MaxiEnergy has linked two Indigenous 

businesses to facilitate the creation of a wholly owned Indigenous business to operate a 

large quarry in the Torres Strait Islands. 
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• Waangara Marra and Fluor – Christine Sindely is providing her insights on Indigenous 

engagement to major corporates to help them incorporate the objectives of the model into 

their corporate strategies. 

• Jangga Operations – the model is being utilised to facilitate the achieving of greater 

participation of Indigenous businesses and mainstream businesses supportive the 

Indigenous community in major mining projects in far north Queensland. The model is being 

taken to mainstream principal contractor businesses to help facilitate the utilisation of 

Indigenous businesses in the delivery of the projects. 

• Perway Rail – mainstream businesses in the model are exploring opportunities to support an 

innovative high rail maintenance vehicle solution. 

• Major Tier 1 – is using model as part of its social procurement strategy to facilitate a direct 

opportunity for Indigenous businesses to supply directly into major projects. 

• MaxiEnergy – has made available to an Indigenous business its knowledge (technical and 

supply chain) around solar farms and microgrid technology thereby facilitating the 

development of renewables capabilities inside an Indigenous business. This has facilitated 

that business undertaking the construct of an 87MW solar farm and selection, through a 

competitive EOI process, for that company to tender into a major Defence Department 

microgrid project. 

• Bespoke Insurance Brokers – a well-established insurance brokerage is supporting the 

establishment of an Indigenous owned insurance brokerage through knowledge transfer and 

broader business support. Priority service with favourable brokerage rates for Indigenous 

and other businesses participating in the model.  

• RISKQ – a mainstream HSEQ sole trader is providing technical HSEQ support to Indigenous 

businesses in the model to build their systems and capabilities in this space – assisting 

Native Earthworks in conjunction with Maxibor and CT Civil with build of enhanced HSEQ 

systems. 

• ACE Contractors have embraced the model to engage Native Earthworks on Victorian level 

crossing removal project with flow through support from Laing O’Rourke as principal 

contractor and Victoria Governments (Major Roads Projects Victoria) as ultimate asset 

owner and onto other projects.  

• Realsurv – engaging Native Earthworks to provide labourer services into survey projects 

with Realsurv identifying opportunities for Native Earthworks and other model participants 

to apply the model approach across the infrastructure sector. 

• Story Contractors - a small husband and fencing company servicing Queensland is being 

supported by Jangga Operations and Maxibor and MaxiEnergy to facilitate their involvement 

in larger and more profitable projects.  

• Troy O’Meley, Australian super welter weight boxing champion and fitness trainer seeking 

to apply the model to help Indigenous boxers better participate in the boxing and broader 

fitness industry along with employment opportunities in the infrastructure sectors. 

• Native Earthworks – is receiving additional support from Fletcher Constructions to be 

involved in wind farm projects and, along with CT Civil, to bid into other civil projects where 

they can jointly provide services. 
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Market Response 

There is a growing recognition across the infrastructure supply chain that the traditional 

transactional approach of engaging Indigenous businesses on a project by project basis is not always 

achieving the desired outcomes of growing the number of sustainable Indigenous businesses in the 

civil construction and construction sectors in particular.  

In response to this:  

• Government Infrastructure Asset Owners are seeking to strengthen social procurement 

requirements by contractually requiring Tier 1s to move away from the traditional 

transactional approach to a more cooperative approach which helps achieves outcomes 

similar to those espoused by the model  

• Tier 1 Contractors are starting to incorporate approaches like the collaborative Indigenous 

business model as part of the support for social procurement in their bidding process and 

embrace the concept in current works to provide demonstrated evidence that they are in 

fact changing their approach 

• Mainstream contractors providing into the Tier 1s are being encouraged by the Tier 1s to 

similarly demonstrate that they are applying a more cooperative approach to Indigenous 

subcontractors on current works 

• Mainstream businesses working in the model are stepping up the level of assistance 

provided to the Indigenous businesses 

What is also being observed is that: 

• There is a catch up being made by Tier 1s and major subcontractors as regards building their 

social procurement capabilities. Some are however struggling given the limited credentials 

and relationships they have established over time. 

• Social procurement departments within several Tier 1s are still struggling to get full support 

and vision across their organisations to fully embrace social procurement beyond the 

minimal requirements.  

• The culture of Tier 1s and major contractors at an executive, project manager and site 

manager level needs to become more receptive to a more cooperative approach. Several 

continue to be transactionally focussed rather than outcomes focussed. This means undoing 

parts of the supply chain they have been comfortable and “successful” with previously to 

deliver projects. To achieve broader social outcomes, Tier 1s and major contractors however 

need to be more inclusive of the other businesses, Indigenous and mainstream, which 

embrace and are experienced in social procurement.   

• There is growing concern about the 51%/49% companies which are established in a manner 

predominantly to provide commercial benefit the 49% mainstream shareholder. This 

arrangement is competitive in nature as the mainstream business naturally protects its 

financial interests. These arrangements however limit the extent of cooperation and 

inclusion of other Indigenous businesses and are not naturally inclusive of other mainstream 

businesses. This collaborative model is much less constrained as it is about cooperation to 

achieve an outcome, not competition for individual gain. 

Employment and Training 

With access to capability and long-term involvement in projects comes the opportunity for training 

and vocational development. Education in the infrastructure sectors requires the opportunity to 
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apply what is being learned to a real situation. Training courses and vocational arrangements which 

do not lead to work are a lost investment. 

By the model working closely with the asset owners, principal contractors and services providers the 

likelihood of continuous work is significantly increased. If there is work, education is worthwhile and 

will be much more respected. 

Training and employment responses encouraged by the model include: 

• A training program for Indigenous People engaged by the Indigenous and mainstream 

businesses working on projects 

• Development and delivery of tailored vocational assessment, training and employment 

program for companies and Indigenous groups  

• Delivery of accredited training programs with partner organisations to assist project 

developers, Tier 1 & 2 contractors and Indigenous groups to increase Indigenous 

employment participation rates 

• Assisting qualified Indigenous personnel to find permanent employment  

• Placing trained Indigenous personnel into permanent employment within Indigenous-owned 

commercial enterprises that have secured contracts on major projects 

• Providing mentoring services to project developers and Tier 1 & 2 contractors to support 

Indigenous personnel through probation periods and ongoing.  

Indigenous Organisations 

The Indigenous businesses participating in the model are all members of Supply Nation. They are 

also encouraged to members of other Indigenous organisations eg Native Earthworks is a member of 

Kinaway, the Victorian Indigenous Chamber of Commerce. A key part of the model is to work in a 

very cooperative manner with organisations such as these so as to share knowledge and optimise 

outcomes.  

How to be Involved 

These examples are just some of the opportunities which can arise from a collaborative approach at 

a micro level through to a substantial project level. The build of Relationships and Respect across the 

model participants is serving to increase the opportunities which arise for both Indigenous and non-

Indigenous participants in the model. 

As an open model, participation is available to all who agree to support the objective of helping 

Indigenous businesses better participate in the civil construction, construction, renewables and 

mining sectors to make a sustainable difference.  

The model operates in an environment of Relationship, Respect and Response between all parties 

involved.  

The model does not transact in its own right. Respective parties who are involved in a specific project 

or program of works will enter into commercial arrangements between themselves and others as 

necessary to deliver that activity.  

Initial involvement into the model is being coordinated through Jeff Simpson who can be contacted 

on 0477 471 356 or by email at jeff.simpson@giadvisory.com.au A database of information to facilitate 

knowledge sharing, business development and broader connection across the model participants and 

mailto:jeff.simpson@giadvisory.com.au
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other parties is available to those who embrace the model’s objectives through Relationship, Respect 

and Response.  

Each model participant will have unique organisational circumstances which can benefit from the 

model. A strategy aligned to the overall objectives of the model can be readily developed for each 

individual participant in consultation with other model participants in order to optimise outcomes 

from participation for all. 

Some items of initial reference are: 

• Christine Sindely authored the Aboriginal Engagement Guidelines for the Western Australia 

Civil Construction Federation http://www.ccfwa.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/CCF-

WA-Aboriginal-Engagement-Guide-v2.pdf 

https://www.slideshare.net/ChristineSindely/waangara-marra-consulting 

• LinkedIn Group Improving the engagement & participation of Aboriginal businesses into your 

procurement/supply chain https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12380008/ 

• https://www.maxibor.com.au/relationship-respect-response (HDD company supporting 

Indigenous businesses eg Native Earthworks)  

• www.orangehire.com.au (source of plant hire into Indigenous businesses) 

• http://australianminingreview.com.au/latest/#page=21 (Maxibor article at p22) 
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